CREATING A QUIZ IN GAVIEW

Dr. Stephanie G. Harvey

GO TO ASSESSMENTS – QUIZ AND THEN SELECT “NEW QUIZ”
ON THE PROPERTIES PAGE THERE ARE SEVERAL TASKS

• Name quiz
• The button for add/edit questions is also on the top half of this page.

For security reasons, you should check:

• Disable right click
• User can't use email tool etc. while in a quiz.
SELECT THE ADD/EDIT QUESTIONS. TWO OPTIONS

• Add questions from the question library directly into the quiz

CREATE A QUESTION POOL FOUND UNDER “NEW”

• A question pool allow you to select a pool of questions and then set the quiz to randomly select a specific number for each student quiz.
SELECT QUESTION FROM LIBRARY FOR QUESTION POOL

CLICK “DONE EDITING QUESTIONS”

- Now questions are visible on Properties page.
**RESTRICTIONS TAB (TOP)**

- Hide from Users
- Set Dates
  - Due date
  - Start Date
  - End date
- Security Options – not accessible from this tab.
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**RESTRICTIONS TAB (BOTTOM)**

- Password
- Timing
- Special Access
  - By student
  - Modified date
  - Modified time allowed
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**ASSESSMENT TAB**

- Allow attempt to be set as graded
- Grade item (gradebook)
  - Auto Export to gradebook
- Attempts:
  - Allowed
  - Grade Calculation

**RESPONDUS LOCKDOWN**

- Browser that prevent students from opening, saving and printing paged during quizzes/exams.
RESPONDUS LOCKDOWN

- Allows you to require Respondus Lockdown.
  - For exam
  - For feedback